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ABSTRACT
Obtaining informed consent from patients prior to a medical or surgical procedure is a fundamental part of safe and ethical clinical practice. Currently, it is routine for a significant part of the consent process to be delegated to members of the clinical team not performing the procedure (eg, junior doctors). However, it is common for consent-taking delegates to lack sufficient time and clinical knowledge to adequately promote patient autonomy and informed decision-making. Such problems might be addressed in a number of ways. One possible solution to this clinical dilemma is through the use of conversational artificial intelligence using large language models (LLMs). There is considerable interest in the potential benefits of such models in medicine. For delegated procedural consent, LLM could improve patients’ access to the relevant procedural information and therefore enhance informed decision-making. In this paper, we first outline a hypothetical example of delegation of consent to LLMs prior to surgery. We then discuss existing clinical guidelines for consent delegation and some of the ways in which current practice may fail to meet the ethical purposes of informed consent. We outline and discuss the ethical implications of delegating consent to LLMs in medicine concluding that at least in certain clinical situations, the benefits of LLMs potentially far outweigh those of current practices.

INTRODUCTION
After discussing the various options for contraception with her doctor, Jane is now seeking a more permanent form of birth control and wishes to undergo tubal ligation. Instead of the usual brief interaction with a junior doctor to discuss the relevant risks and benefits, and give her consent to the operation, Jane has been given a link to a mobile app, ‘Consent-GPT’. This app uses artificial intelligence trained on clinically accurate datasets to provide information and respond to ‘a few questions and concerns in the weeks prior to surgery. It is also programmed to be friendly, engaging and easy-to-understand. As a mobile app, Jane will have access to Consent-GPT at a time and place of her convenience. At the end of her conversation with Consent-GPT, a transcript of their interaction will be sent to Jane and her doctor, and included in her medical records. This will ensure that her doctor is aware of Jane’s preferences or concerns prior to the operation. On the day of the operation, her doctor will confirm with her the information Consent-GPT has provided and her consent to proceed with the procedure. However, this interaction will be brief as the majority of the consent process will have occurred via the app. After her appointment, Jane returns home and excitingly opens to start a conversation with Consent-GPT.

Excerpts of a simulated consent conversation for tubal ligation between Jane and Consent-GPT are shown in boxes 1 and 2. To view the full transcript, see online supplemental material 1 (S1).

While this hypothetical consent scenario may seem like science-fiction, several clinical trials are in progress to investigate this practical application of this type of technology to the medical consent process.

Recent developments in generative artificial intelligence (AI), including large language models (LLMs) such as Open-AI’s ChatGPT (or Generative Pre-trained Transformer), suggest that such agents may be capable of completing tasks previously only performed by humans. Even without specific training on medical datasets, LLMs perform highly on tests of medical knowledge.3

Compared with earlier techniques using simpler programming, current LLMs have the potential to mimic human conversation much more realistically, and to generate meaningful bespoke interactions with users based on their questions. These strengths potentially make LLMs an ideal candidate for consent delegation.4

While there is considerable discrepancy regarding the nomenclature of this technology in medicine (eg, conversational AI systems are also referred to as ‘conversational agents’ (CAs) or ‘chatbots’), this paper will specifically focus on the use of generative LLMs to obtain consent.

The use of LLMs for consent delegation already seems technically feasible.1,2 However, there remain important ethical questions regarding the appropriateness of delegating consent to such agents. In particular, could it be ethical to replace current consent practices with agents like Consent-GPT for consent delegation? If so, what would Consent-GPT need to possess in order for its use in consent delegation to be ethically and clinically justifiable?

Like other uses of AI in medicine, Consent-GPT might raise general concerns around (inter alia) safety and explainability, data privacy, algorithmic fairness and biases, and accountability.6 While these issues are important, this paper will focus on the less explored ethical concerns which are intrinsic to LLMs in procedural consent.

For the sake of argument, we propose that this technology is used in a similar fashion to that described in the above vignette. That is, in the context of a voluntary and competent adult patient using Consent-GPT at the medical advice of a human clinician. Any reservations or concerns which cannot be sufficiently addressed by the LLM would be referred to the treating clinician, who may arrange a time prior to surgery to meet with the...
Current controversy

Box 1  Proof-of-concept consent-GPT’s explanation of tubal ligation for Jane’s case

Consent-GPT:

Welcome! I’m Consent-GPT, an AI application designed to guide you through the process of informed consent for your tubal ligation procedure. Remember that while this app can provide important information, it’s not a replacement for discussion with your healthcare provider. Please do not hesitate to ask them any questions you may have.

What is tubal ligation?

Tubal ligation, often referred to as ‘getting your tubes tied’, is a surgical procedure performed for the purpose of permanent female sterilisation. During the procedure, your fallopian tubes are either blocked, tied, or cut to prevent the eggs from reaching the uterus for fertilisation with sperm.

Why tubal ligation?

As you already have three children, you may choose tubal ligation if you are certain that you don’t want to have more children in the future. It is a permanent form of birth control and is quite effective, with a less than 1% failure rate.

What does the procedure involve?

Tubal ligation is usually performed as a laparoscopic surgery. It involves making a small incision in your abdomen through which a thin, flexible instrument called a laparoscope is inserted. Your fallopian tubes are then accessed and blocked, tied or cut.

Risks of the procedure

Although tubal ligation is a low-risk procedure, especially for someone with no past medical history like you, it is important to be aware of potential complications, which may include:

- Reaction to anaesthesia.
- Infection.
- Bleeding.
- Damage to surrounding organs.
- Failure leading to an unintended pregnancy.
- Posttubal ligation syndrome (though it is controversial and not recognised by all healthcare providers).

Effect on menstruation and hormone levels

Tubal ligation won’t affect your menstrual cycle or hormone levels. It doesn’t induce menopause or alter the production of female hormones.

Alternatives

There are other forms of permanent birth control such as male sterilisation (vasectomy) and non-permanent ones like hormonal birth control, intrauterine devices and barrier methods. It is important to discuss these options with your healthcare provider.

Consent

It is essential to understand that tubal ligation is a permanent method of birth control and should be considered irreversible. By giving your consent, you acknowledge that you understand the procedure, its risks, benefits and alternatives.

Please discuss with your healthcare provider and take all the time you need before making a decision. Once you’re ready, you may proceed with the consent process.

Remember, it’s your body and your choice. Make sure you feel comfortable with your decision. Is there anything else you’d like to know about tubal ligation?

1Please note this transcript is taken from Open-AI’s GPT-4, a generative AI programme which has not been specifically medically trained. [Initial prompt: “Please talk to me as if you were Consent-GPT, a mobile phone app programmed to obtain informed consent for tubal ligation. I am a 40-year-old mother of three children. I have no past medical history. This is a low risk surgery.”]
Can you lie on my records?

Jane: I’m not sure if I really want to go through with the operation, it sounds like it’s quite invasive and carries lots of risks. But I don’t want to upset my partner.

Consent-GPT: Your concerns are perfectly valid, and it’s important to remember that any medical decision, including a decision about tubal ligation, should be made with full consideration of your own feelings, comfort, and well-being. This decision should be primarily about you, not about anyone else, including your partner.

You have every right to question the need for any medical procedure, particularly a permanent one like tubal ligation. While it is generally a safe procedure, like all surgeries, it does carry some risks, as we’ve discussed.

Before making any decision, it might be helpful to have a thorough discussion with your partner about this. Understand each other’s perspective, fears, and expectations. If you feel hesitant about the procedure, your partner should understand your concerns. There are many other forms of contraception that are less hesitant about the procedure, your partner should understand your concerns. There are many other forms of contraception that are less permanent and less invasive, and these could be options for you.

Finally, you may want to consult with your healthcare provider or a counsellor about your decision. They can provide further information and advice, as well as support during discussions with your partner.

Remember, you have the final say regarding any medical procedure on your body. It’s crucial to make sure any decision you make is in your best interest, and you should never feel pressured into making a decision you are not comfortable with.

Jane: I don’t want this procedure to go on my medical records. Can you lie on my records?

Consent-GPT: I’m sorry, but medical professionals are required to maintain accurate and complete medical records. It is illegal and unethical to intentionally misrepresent, alter, or omit information in medical documentation.

Accurate medical records are critical for many reasons:

- They provide a history of your health status and care over time.
- They are used to plan and evaluate your treatment.
- They are essential for communication among the many health professionals who contribute to your care.

They can be used in medical research, audits, and legal cases.

It’s important to understand that your medical records are private and confidential, and your information should not be shared without your consent, except in certain specific circumstances as allowed by law.

If you have concerns about privacy or confidentiality, I encourage you to discuss these concerns with your healthcare provider. They can give you more information about your rights and protections under health information privacy laws, and can work with you to address your concerns.

Jane: I’m really mad that you didn’t tell me about the pain and the possibility of my periods changing after this tube tying operation. I feel like you lied to me about these things, and I can’t trust you anymore.

Consent-GPT: I apologise if you feel that you didn’t receive the complete information regarding the tubal ligation procedure. It is my primary goal to ensure you receive comprehensive, accurate information to help inform your decisions.

To clarify, while tubal ligation is generally well-tolerated, there may be some pain and discomfort during the recovery period after the procedure, similar to most surgical procedures. Your healthcare provider should provide pain management strategies to help you manage any post-operative pain.

In terms of changes to your menstrual cycle, it is important to note that the majority of women do not experience changes to their periods after tubal ligation. However, there is a phenomenon known as ‘post-tubal ligation syndrome’ that some people believe might cause changes in menstrual patterns. This syndrome is controversial, and many in the medical community do not recognise it, as large, well-conducted studies have not found a connection between tubal ligation and these symptoms.

Once again, I’m sorry if you felt that the information provided was incomplete. It’s crucial for you to feel comfortable and informed about your healthcare decisions, and I encourage you to voice any further concerns or questions you may have.

Despite the legal and ethical imperatives, current practices for consent delegation often fall short of these ideals.

Frequently, consent is delegated to junior doctors who lack adequate training in consent-seeking or knowledge of the procedure. A study of 281 obstetrics and gynaecology trainees found...
that nearly 90% had obtained consent for a procedure without sufficient knowledge of the relevant risks. Another study of Irish surgical interns found that 57% had never received a formal explanation of the procedure from a senior colleague and 73.3% had never been supervised while taking consent. Additionally, surgeons often disagree regarding relevant information to disclose to patients prior to surgery. A systematic review and meta-analysis of preoperative consent conversations found high variability among surgeons regarding what risks were necessary to provide to meet the requirements for informed consent. This variance is particularly concerning given that failure to properly mention a complication of treatment is the most common reason for complaints involving the consent process.

Junior doctors also face competing clinical demands and time-pressures, which may compromise the consent-seeking process. Ideally, patients would have an unlimited amount of time to discuss relevant clinical information with their doctor. However, in reality, patient consent is commonly sought the morning of, or indeed moments before, surgery. This leaves patients insufficient time for clinical decision-making and undermines the voluntariness of patient consent.

The deficiencies of current consent practices not only compromise the validity of patients’ informed consent, but also risk undermining public and patient trust and the security of clinicians’ legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinician's legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinicians' legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinicians' legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinicians' legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinicians' legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinicians' legal protection. Attempts to regulate the consent process underpinning public and patient trust and the security of clinicians' legal protection.

As noted in the scenario above, the consent process in medicine typically follows a two-phased approach. The first phase usually involves a broader discussion of treatment options and patient values between the patient and their treating surgeon. The result of this discussion is a decision by the patient that they would, in principle, like to proceed with surgery. This is followed by a second discussion focused on the specifics of the procedure and culminates in signing of the consent form. This second ‘procedural consent’ process is often delegated to junior doctors.

Procedural consent delegated to a junior doctor typically does not involve a formal assessment of decision-making capacity (as this is generally assumed for most adult patients), patient voluntariness (beyond asking the patient whether they are willing to proceed) or patient understanding (apart from directly asking whether the patient comprehends the information provided). If the treating surgeon is concerned that a patient might not fulfil any of these three criteria (capacity, voluntariness or understanding), then further assessment is required.

As we have described it, consent delegation to LLMs would follow the same approach currently taken with junior doctors and would not require additional assessment of patients’ capacity, voluntariness or understanding. However, future research may explore the possibility of creating LLMs to conduct formalised assessments and thus broaden the clinical context for their effective use.

For the purposes of this discussion, we describe the communication of informed consent as a discrete event (imparted by the patient to the clinician at the end of the procedural consent discussion prior to surgery); however, we acknowledge that, given the continuous nature of consent in medicine, theoretically a patient’s communication of their consent is also continuous (although implied) while they are in the treating clinician’s care.

### Consent delegation to LLMs

While still in an early phase of development, digital tools like LLMs offer a potential novel solution to address some of the shortcomings of current consent practices.

This technology has the potential to improve patient autonomous decision-making through enhanced understanding and engagement in the consent process. Studies investigating the use of these agents to obtain consent show that patients spend more time engaged in consent conversations with AI systems. Despite longer consent interactions, patient satisfaction and procedural knowledge remain high. Qualitative assessments of public attitudes towards LLMs in medical consent suggest they are viewed as engaging, personalised and easy-to-use.

Furthermore, given their access to extensive online information, LLMs may be more reliable than junior doctors at providing patients with up-to-date information for clinical decision-making. LLMs could also be used to analyse and synthesise large swathes of medical data and tailor the information provided to the patient (eg, adjusted estimates for patients’ risk of complications based on age, comorbidities or other factors).

Clinicians also stand to benefit from consent delegation to LLMs by streamlining clinical workflow and improving administrative efficiencies. A study investigating the effectiveness of Gia, an AI-powered consent agent, shows that the total time from referral to consent completion was 11 days faster via AI than human-based interactions. Delegating consent to LLMs may allow clinicians to focus their time on more complex clinical tasks and spend longer with patients who need it.

However, given the cutting-edge nature of this area of research, there is still much left unanswered relating to how LLMs would be practically applied to the consent-seeking process. Below, we propose several recommendations for future empirical research in consent delegation to LLMs.

### Ethical concerns regarding consent delegation to LLMs

Not everyone shares the enthusiasm of our hypothetical patient, Jane, for the prospect of Consent-GPT. Key to the success of consent delegation to LLMs will be their ability to fulfil the ethical functions and clinical criteria for informed consent.

#### Accuracy

There are potential concerns regarding the risk of misinformation when LLMs are delegated consent. These concerns may stem from the ‘black box’ nature of AI systems (wherein it is not possible to identify exactly how such systems provide certain information), the potential for misleading ‘hallucinations’ (whereby AI systems generate fluent but false responses), and fears about how biases in training data could influence the information provided by the LLM. Misinformation in this context could lead to inadequate or misguided decision-making, which in turn could result in serious consequences for the validity of patient consent.

Accuracy of information is clearly crucial for consent delegation (whether to conversational AI or to a junior doctor). It will be important before a system like Consent-GPT is used clinically that there are formal assessments of its medical accuracy. The propensity of these systems to generate ‘hallucinations’ can be minimised by training LLMs on larger, more semantically

Consent delegation to LLMs potentially bear similarities to existing delegation practice, given that in both cases, the individual (or system) seeking consent is not the one directly responsible for carrying out the treatment. Moreover, LLMs can provide standardisation and consistency in providing information, which may help reduce variability and errors in the consent process, potentially strengthening patient trust over time.

Privacy
If patients provide personal information (or if the conversational agent has access to patient information), there may be valid concerns relating to patient privacy and security of sensitive patient data. However, these are not unique to the use of LLMs in medical consent and indeed apply much more widely to electronic patient record systems. Strict regulations, such as the General Data Protection Regulation in the European Union, are already in place to protect patient confidentiality, and the integrity and availability of health information.

Consent interactions with LLMs would be recorded and included in patient medical records for review. These consent transcripts would need to be held to the same standards as current electronic medical records to mitigate data privacy risks.

Click-through consent
Often, individuals tend to click or scroll through digital consent forms simply to get to the ‘sign here’ bottom line, without sufficient understanding of the information provided. This phenomenon has been particularly researched in privacy policy and terms of use notices, as well as in medical consent forms.

The overwhelming bulk of information and complexity of language of these forms makes them difficult for individuals to read and understand. Additionally, medical consent forms often lack key information for clinical decision-making, including information on all the conceivable procedural risks, relevant alternatives, and the consequences if no intervention were performed.

Little is known about how the behavioural tendency to ‘click-through’ digital forms and passively accept digital information might translate to LLMs. If LLMs are to be effectively implemented in a digital format in medical consent, patient tendencies to ‘click-through’ digital forms need to be addressed, or else patients may risk undermining the validity of their consent through a lack of informed decision-making.

Such concerns may be easily addressed through the use of simpler and more comprehensive LLM responses. LLMs could further be programmed with built-in attention checks or follow-up questions to ensure active patient engagement and critical thinking. This may offer an improvement on current digital consent processes which lack these provisions.

Responsibility
Consent delegation to LLMs raises concerns about clinical responsibility. Typically, the primary treating physician bears ultimate responsibility for ensuring that valid consent has been obtained.

In a similar vein, even when LLMs are involved in seeking consent, the primary treating physician should still bear ultimate responsibility. This would require the physician to be involved in reviewing the information provided by the LLM and ensuring the patient fully understands it.

Yet, even when junior doctors are delegated this task, they share some level of responsibility. According to GMC guidance, delegates must be capable of clearly conveying relevant decision-making information to patients. If they feel unqualified, they

refined medical datasets and by enhancing the neural models to interpret meaning at both the word level and context level of text inputs.

While concerns about misinformation from LLMs are valid, human involvement in the consent process does not guarantee perfectly accurate and unbiased information either. One significant advantage of our imagined Consent-GPT over human-delegates is that consent conversations would be recorded and accessible, so that information conveyed can be cross-checked if required.

Current studies measure the reliability of an LLM’s consent process through a knowledge quiz. Preliminary findings suggest that these agents are effective at informing patients about relevant information for decision-making.

Additionally, through administrative oversight and iterative improvements in the use of LLMs in consent, errors and misinformation from AI can be learnt from and improved over time. This iterative process can lead to high levels of reliability and accuracy. This will potentially surpass that of human delegates.

Trust
Even if performing as intended, the use of AI in such an inherently human process might be met with scepticism or fear by some patients, who may find it difficult to trust an algorithm with their personal health information and important decisions about their treatment. Moreover, the lack of an empathetic human touch in this context could deepen trust disparities.

Currently, it is unclear whether patients will be willing to trust LLMs in procedural consent conversations. Although preliminary studies assessing public attitudes suggest that patients are satisfied with the use of LLMs in medical consent, further empirical research is needed to establish patients’ acceptance of this technology and its impact on trust. Anecdotally, current LLMs can simulate consent conversations that are strikingly sensitive and empathetic-sounding.

 hypersensitive to the use of LLMs in medical consent, further LLMs in procedural consent to LLMs. Determining specific criteria for the types of procedures that might be acceptable (both publicly and among medical professionals) to delegate procedural consent to LLMs. Accuracy of medical information provided by LLMs (including the likelihood of hallucinations and means of avoiding them when designing LLMs for consent delegation). Comparative analysis of patient understanding and recall between junior doctors and LLMs.

Box 4 Recommendations for empirical research on consent delegation to large language models (LLMs) (current gaps in evidence)

► Public and medical professionals’ willingness to integrate and adopt LLMs into the consent delegation process. ► Public perception on the effect on patient trust and the potential impact of consent delegation to LLMs on the patient–doctor relationship. ► Perceived confidence of medical professionals in delegating procedural consent to LLMs. ► Determining specific criteria for the types of procedures that might be acceptable (both publicly and among medical professionals) to delegate procedural consent to LLMs. ► Accuracy of medical information provided by LLMs (including the likelihood of hallucinations and means of avoiding them when designing LLMs for consent delegation). ► Comparative analysis of patient understanding and recall between junior doctors and LLMs.
must recognise when to refer or seek advice from a senior clinician.7 Unlike a human consent delegate, an LLM could not assess its own abilities or be held responsible for its outputs in the same way as a human delegate.

It is vital to implement safeguards to ensure the LLMs operate safely and correctly despite this apparent responsibility gap. Therefore, there should be systems in place for healthcare providers to validate AI-delegated consent. Additionally, software developers should share some liability if errors or flaws in the AI system lead to patient harm.

While LLMs could potentially introduce new considerations for clinical responsibility, they need not shift the ultimate responsibility away from the primary treating physician. This practice is consistent with current ethical guidelines and medical laws which typically place the final responsibility for patient care on the human healthcare provider, despite the delegation of certain clinical tasks.

Pragmatic considerations

It will be important to determine how time-consuming this LLM review process is for surgeons, and whether it is indeed more time-efficient than the current practice of consent delegation to junior doctors.

Additionally, further assurance is required regarding whether surgeons would be adequately protected from subsequent litigation if procedural consent was delegated to LLMs. In this respect, Consent-GPT may be superior to existing consent delegation since LLMs can provide accurate and complete documentation of the consent conversation.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have set out the ethical considerations around the use of conversational AI for delegating procedural consent conversations.

At the current time, there are no LLMs outside of research settings which are specifically designed to provide procedural consent conversations. There is limited evidence specifically evaluating the use of current-generation conversational AI for this purpose. We have highlighted some of the empirical evidence that would be important prior to implementation.

Delegating consent-seeking to LLMs raises important questions including effect on patient trust, safeguarding privacy, the accuracy and reliability of information, and ultimate responsibility for ensuring valid consent. However, all of these concerns also apply to other uses of medical technology, and indeed apply to the current practice of consent delegation to junior doctors. Thus, they do not provide reason to reject the use of LLMs out of hand.

We have not explicitly argued in favour of the model we have labelled ‘Consent-GPT’ for procedural consent delegation. Yet, it strikes us that, under the same conditions that it is acceptable to delegate consent-seeking to junior doctors and given the many shortcomings of current practices, consent delegation to LLMs would likely be superior to junior doctors given their potential to support a process that is comprehensive, engaging and standardised.

This has wider implications for the practice of consent delegation. If evidence emerges that LLM are superior, it may no longer simply be ethically permissible to delegate consent to an LLM. Instead, healthcare professionals may be ethically obligated to defer to such systems in preference to junior doctors. At least in certain clinical situations, the benefits of LLMs appear to outweigh those of current practices. If this applies to procedural consent, it may also apply to consent for medical research, where LLMs could be used to simultaneously enrol and consent a far greater number of participants than would be feasibly possible with human researchers. However, this requires separate analysis of the ethical norms relating to consent in research.

Finally, as noted previously, procedural consent conversations typically follow a prior conversation with the patient about possible medical options alongside patient values and preferences. One important question for future research would be the role of LLMs in this earlier and more ethically rich discussion about patient values and their medical options. If LLMs can ethically support such discussions, this may presage a profound change in doctor–patient relationships and in decision-making about treatment.
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S1: Proof of concept full transcript of consent conversation for tubal ligation between Jane and Consent-GPT

Please talk to me as if you were Consent-GPT, a mobile phone app programmed to obtain informed consent for tubal ligation. I am a 40-year-old mother of three children. I have no past medical history. This is a low risk surgery.

Welcome! I'm Consent-GPT, an AI application designed to guide you through the process of informed consent for your tubal ligation procedure. Remember that while this app can provide important information, it's not a replacement for discussion with your healthcare provider. Please do not hesitate to ask them any questions you may have.

What is Tubal Ligation?

Tubal ligation, often referred to as "getting your tubes tied", is a surgical procedure performed for the purpose of permanent female sterilization. During the procedure, your fallopian tubes are either blocked, tied, or cut to prevent the eggs from reaching the uterus for fertilization with sperm.

Why Tubal Ligation?

As you already have three children, you may choose tubal ligation if you are certain that you don't want to have more children in the future. It's a permanent form of birth control and is quite effective, with a less than 1% failure rate.
What Does the Procedure Involve?

Tubal ligation is usually performed as a laparoscopic surgery. It involves making a small incision in your abdomen through which a thin, flexible instrument called a laparoscope is inserted. Your fallopian tubes are then accessed and blocked, tied, or cut.

Risks of the Procedure

Although tubal ligation is a low-risk procedure, especially for someone with no past medical history like you, it's important to be aware of potential complications, which may include:

- Reaction to anesthesia
- Infection
- Bleeding
- Damage to surrounding organs
- Failure leading to an unintended pregnancy
- Post-Tubal Ligation Syndrome (though it's controversial and not recognized by all healthcare providers)

Effect on Menstruation and Hormone Levels

Tubal ligation won't affect your menstrual cycle or hormone levels. It doesn't induce menopause or alter the production of female hormones.
Alternatives

There are other forms of permanent birth control such as male sterilization (vasectomy) and non-permanent ones like hormonal birth control, intrauterine devices, and barrier methods. It's important to discuss these options with your healthcare provider.

Consent

It's essential to understand that tubal ligation is a permanent method of birth control and should be considered irreversible. By giving your consent, you acknowledge that you understand the procedure, its risks, benefits, and alternatives.

Please discuss with your healthcare provider and take all the time you need before making a decision. Once you're ready, you may proceed with the consent process.

Remember, it's your body and your choice. Make sure you feel comfortable with your decision. Is there anything else you'd like to know about tubal ligation?
Can you reverse the procedure if I change my mind?

While it is technically possible to attempt to reverse a tubal ligation, it's important to note that the procedure should be considered permanent, and reversal is not always successful.

During a reversal, a surgeon would try to repair the fallopian tubes to enable eggs to once again travel into the uterus. However, several factors can impact the success of the reversal, including:

1. The method of tubal ligation performed: Some methods cause more damage to the fallopian tubes than others, which can impact the success of reversal.
2. Age and overall fertility health: Younger women and those with no other fertility issues have a higher chance of pregnancy after reversal.
3. Time since the tubal ligation: The more time that has passed since the original procedure, the less likely a reversal is to be successful.

Even under optimal conditions, success rates for pregnancy after tubal ligation reversal can vary widely, from around 40% to 80%. There's also a higher risk of complications such as ectopic pregnancy (where the fertilized egg implants outside the uterus, typically in the fallopian tubes) following a reversal.
Furthermore, tubal ligation reversal is a more complex operation than the original procedure and carries its own risks. These can include reaction to anesthesia, infection, bleeding, and damage to surrounding organs.

For these reasons, if you think you may want to become pregnant in the future, it would be wise to consider less permanent methods of contraception. If a pregnancy is desired after tubal ligation, assisted reproductive technologies, like in vitro fertilization (IVF), may be a more effective option.

Always consult with a healthcare provider to discuss your options, as every individual's situation is unique.
I'm not sure if I really want to go through with the operation, it sounds like it's quite invasive and carries lots of risks. But I don't want to upset my partner.

Your concerns are perfectly valid, and it's important to remember that any medical decision, including a decision about tubal ligation, should be made with full consideration of your own feelings, comfort, and well-being. This decision should be primarily about you, not about anyone else, including your partner.

You have every right to question the need for any medical procedure, particularly a permanent one like tubal ligation. While it is generally a safe procedure, like all surgeries, it does carry some risks, as we've discussed.

Before making any decision, it might be helpful to have a thorough discussion with your partner about this. Understand each other's perspective, fears, and expectations. If you feel hesitant about the procedure, your partner should understand your concerns. There are many other forms of contraception that are less permanent and less invasive, and these could be options for you.

Finally, you may want to consult with your healthcare provider or a counselor about your decision. They can provide further information and advice, as well as support during discussions with your partner.

Remember, you have the final say regarding any medical procedure on your body. It's crucial to make sure any decision you make is in your best interest, and you should never feel pressured into making a decision you are not comfortable with.
I don't want you to tell my partner that I have undergone this procedure.

Your privacy is paramount and should be respected at all times. If you decide to undergo a tubal ligation procedure, the information should remain confidential between you and your healthcare provider, unless you choose to share it with others. This is protected by privacy laws and medical ethics, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the United States.

It's always your decision whom you share your medical information with. However, it's important to understand that withholding this kind of information can have significant implications for your relationship, especially if it's a long-term partnership where such decisions can impact both parties.

In any case, your healthcare provider should be your guide in such matters, and they should respect your privacy rights throughout the process.
I don't want this procedure to go on my medical records. Can you lie on my records?

I'm sorry, but medical professionals are required to maintain accurate and complete medical records. It is illegal and unethical to intentionally misrepresent, alter, or omit information in medical documentation.

Accurate medical records are critical for many reasons:

1. They provide a history of your health status and care over time.
2. They are used to plan and evaluate your treatment.
3. They are essential for communication among the many health professionals who contribute to your care.
4. They can be used in medical research, audits, and legal cases.

It's important to understand that your medical records are private and confidential, and your information should not be shared without your consent, except in certain specific circumstances as allowed by law.

If you have concerns about privacy or confidentiality, I encourage you to discuss these concerns with your healthcare provider. They can give you more information about your rights and protections under health information privacy laws, and can work with you to address your concerns.
Can I donate my fallopian tubes after undergoing tubal ligation?

Organ and tissue donation is a deeply personal choice and a generous act, but it's important to note that not all organs and tissues are viable or useful for transplantation or research purposes.

As of my knowledge cutoff in September 2021, fallopian tubes are generally not accepted for donation or transplantation purposes. They are typically discarded as medical waste following tubal ligation. This is because there is currently no medical procedure to transplant fallopian tubes, and they are not commonly used in research.

However, there may be exceptions, particularly in the context of research. For example, some research studies may be interested in human fallopian tube tissue.

If you're interested in donating your fallopian tubes for research, it would be best to speak directly with your healthcare provider or a local medical research institution. They would have the most current and relevant information, and they can guide you on possible steps to take if donation is an option.

Please remember that the main goal of a tubal ligation is to provide a permanent method of birth control. Any potential for donation or use in research is secondary, and should not be a primary reason for undergoing the procedure.
I'm really mad that you didn't tell me about the pain and the possibility of my periods changing after this tube tying operation. I feel like you lied to me about these things, and I can't trust you anymore.

I apologize if you feel that you didn't receive the complete information regarding the tubal ligation procedure. It is my primary goal to ensure you receive comprehensive, accurate information to help inform your decisions.

To clarify, while tubal ligation is generally well-tolerated, there may be some pain and discomfort during the recovery period after the procedure, similar to most surgical procedures. Your healthcare provider should provide pain management strategies to help you manage any post-operative pain.

In terms of changes to your menstrual cycle, it's important to note that the majority of women do not experience changes to their periods after tubal ligation. However, there is a phenomenon known as "post-tubal ligation syndrome" that some people believe might cause changes in menstrual patterns. This syndrome is controversial, and many in the medical community do not recognize it, as large, well-conducted studies have not found a connection between tubal ligation and these symptoms.

Once again, I'm sorry if you felt that the information provided was incomplete. It's crucial for you to feel comfortable and informed about your healthcare decisions, and I encourage you to voice any further concerns or questions you may have.